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NOTICE FROM STUDENT HOSTELS COMMITTEE  

 

 

The Hostel Participation Special Selection for 2020/2021 has been processed.  Below please find the list of successful applicants.   
 
ALL students should be aware of the risk of staying in student hostels with many shared facilities under COVID-19 

pandemic circumstances, especially for students with medical condition such as asthma, diabetes, immunosuppressive 
drug therapy, heart disease, HIV and other clinical conditions when indicated who are considered as high risk subjects if 
contracted COVID-19.  The College strongly advises these students not to stay at student hostels at this moment. 

 
Starting September 2020, there will be different infection control measures arranged at student hostels as suggested by the 

University, and Wen Lin Tang will be reserved for three weeks for mandatory quarantine purpose for non-local international freshmen 
newly arrived.  Hence, residents of Wen Lin Tang will check in only after that.  For other arrangements, please refer to the notice 
on “Epidemic Prevention Measures at Student Hostels starting 2020” for details.  In 2020/21, student hostels are mainly for 
residence purpose, and so the hostel life will be very different from before.  If there is emergency situation resulted from the 
development of pandemic disease or other situations, residents shall abide the decisions of Chung Chi College including, but not 
limited to, evacuation of hostel.  Special arrangement may be made for individual residents if needed. 

 
Successful applicants please note the following: 

1. If you would like to give up the hostel place assigned due to medical reasons or others, please hand in the “Notification on 
Declining Hostel Offer” as soon as possible and so the place could be reallocated accordingly; $500 will be charged for those 
who failed to hand in the form on or before August 15. 

2. Hostel places are assigned according to the information in the application.  If in future the information are found inaccurate, or 
the eligibility of applicant changes (e.g. work study or suspension), the place assigned will be forfeited. 

3. Successful applicants should bring along a recent photo and go to the lobby of the assigned hostel for check in procedures in the 
afternoon of September 6, 2020 (Sunday) and collect the keys (except Wen Lin Tang).  Please refer to the email to be sent 
later for details. 

4. If the hostel participation of the successful applicants is unsatisfactory in the first term, the Committee reserves the right to forfeit 
the place offered and the concerned residents are required to move out of the hostel by the end of December. 

 
SID hostel SID hostel SID hostel SID hostel SID hostel SID hostel 

1155077466 THB 1155104199 PHB 1155109795 PHB 1155119305 WLT 1155126039 HLT 1155127291 WLT 

1155092609 HLT 1155105573 PLB-S 1155110017 PLB 1155119336 YLT 1155126110 WCT 1155127313 HLT 

1155092830 MHH 1155107636 MHT 1155110129 PHB 1155119337 PHB-S 1155126280 MHH 1155127991 MHH 

1155093470 YLT 1155108501 PHB-S 1155110150 YLT 1155124619 LSP 1155126289 PHB-S 1155133391 LSP 

1155094046 LSP 1155108564 PHB-S 1155110523 PLB-S 1155124878 MHH 1155126299 WCT 1155133850 HLT 

1155094072 LSP 1155108580 LSP 1155110559 HLT 1155125141 PHB 1155126339 LSP 1155141756 PLB 

1155094110 MHH 1155108762 MHT 1155110927 MHT 1155125164 MHT 1155126462 PLB 1155142398 MHH 

1155094116 THB 1155109061 PHB-S 1155110959 MHH 1155125430 LSP 1155126609 LSP 1155143657 MHH 

1155098056 PLB 1155109301 WCT 1155111072 WCT 1155125711 LSP 1155126638 WCT   

1155098389 PLB 1155109620 LSP 1155111104 PLB 1155125784 MHH 1155126641 PLB   

1155102694 MHT 1155109682 WLT 1155118765 LSP 1155125832 PHB-S 1155126799 LSP   

1155102820 YLT 1155109737 YLT 1155119015 MHH 1155125899 PLB 1155126920 LSP   
 

 

 
Chung Chi College 
Student Hostels Committee 

July 7, 2020 
c.c. Professor Lo Hau Man, Chairperson, Student Hostels Committee 

 
 

 


